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Metasediments and possible metapyroclastic breccias exhibiting well-preserved
primary features, despite metamorphism of upper amphibolite facies grade
and some degree of metamorphic differentiation, are described from the
Precambrian Bamble series exposed in the skaergaard of S. Norway. A
unique sequence of 2000+ ft. of metapyroclastic (?) breccias intruded by
orthoamphibolites is described from Rosholmen. These meta-breccias, of
trondhjemitic affinity, are interbedded with and grade along strike into a
metasedimentary series of sillimanite quartzites and quartz-sillimanite-mus
covite schists. The island of Aro and its neighbouring islets contain a meta
morphosed, sillimanite-rich sequence of interbedded quartz arenites, quartz
pebble orthoconglomerates and quartz-pebble paraconglomerates. The silli
manite-bearing, quartzose meta-arenites are characterized by cross-stratific
ation and a few primary, recumbent, sedimentary fold structures. The pelitic
intercalations of sillimanite-biotite schist in the sequence are B-tectonites,
devoid of any palimpsest sedimentary structures. The origin of nodular,
sillimanite-bearing metamorphic rocks in the Bamble series is reviewed in
the light of the almost ubiquitous quartz-sillimanite segregations in the Aro
metasediments. A brief review of local tectonics is presented and a tentative
palaeocurrent azimuth, derived by unrolling the fold-structures is recorded.
The local palaeocurrents depositing the Bamble metasediments appear to
have flowed from the NW. Recent geochronological data suggest that most of
the metasediments in the Bamble district were derived by eros10n of a meta
morphic-igneous suite which crystallized around 1450 m.y. ago.
Roger D. Morton, Department of Geology, University of Alberta, Edmonton,
Canada.

Introduction

Extensive regional geologic mapping and petrologic studies of Precambrian
rocks within the Skaggerak coastal sector of South Norway have been per
fonned by such workers as Batey (1965), Brogger (1933), Bugge, A. (1936,
1941, 1965), Bugge, J. (1943), Burrell (1964), Dietrich (1960), Elliott &
Morton (1965), Morton (1960), Morton et al. (1969), Pettersson (1964),
Ryan (1966) and Stanner (1969). All of the aforementioned authors have
concluded that much of the banded metamorphic suite in S. Norway re-
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presents a sequence of sedimentary and volcanic lithologies which suffered
regional metamorphism during one or more phases of Precambrian orogeny.
The grade of this regional metamorphism ranged from the amphibolite facies
to the granulite facies. The tacit assumption of a sedimentary origin for
banded metamorphic sequences containing thick quartzites or carbonate
horizons is both natural and, in most instances, correct. However, these
assumptions have led to the publication of certain minor dogmatic inaccur
acies, such as the statement of Barth (1960) who wrote ... 'In the Bamble
area, the old sediments are particularly well exposed . . . Everywhere un
mistakable traces of sediments are found...'. But it should be emphasized
that, to date, no documented observations of primary sedimentary structures
within the metamorphic suite of the Bamble series exist. In fact, the degree
of deformation and possible polymetamorphism which appear to have af
fected these Precambrian rocks make the probability of primary sedimentary
or primary volcanic-structure retention seem extremely remote.
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Fig. 1. Sketch map illustrating the general geology of the outer skaergaard NE of Kragero.
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(I)

(Il)
Plate l.
(l) 5 ft. thick, discordant dyke of orthoamphibolite cutting vertically disposed meta
pyroclastics (?) on the south shore of Rosholmen.
(Il) Close-up view of the orthoamphibolite illustrated in (1), showing the palimpsest
trachytic texture, plagioclase phenocrysts and vesicles.
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Metasediments and metapyroclastics (?) in the Bamble series
Detailed geologic mapping, on a scale of 1:15,000 (-·-v4.2":1 mile), within
the outer islands of the skaergaard, N.E. of Kragero, has recently revealed
lithologies of undoubted sedimentary and possible pyroclastic origin. These
rocks have been extensively folded and metamorphosed under the conditions
of the upper amphibolite facies. The principal exposures of these horizons
are located on and around the islands of Rosholmen and Aro, which lie
same 5.5 miles ENE and 6.5 miles NE of Kragero respectively (Refs. 327266
and 337285, Sheet 1712 of AMS Series M711 Topographic Sheet).
Figure 1 illustrates the location and general geology of the area. The is
land of Rosholmen and Aro can be seen to lie to the south and east of a
prominent, major, ENE-WSW trending, anticlinal slip-fold (the so-called
Rytterholm anticlinal) which plunges to the WSW.

The Rosholmen metapyroclastic (?) breccias
Rosholmen is composed, in its northem sector, of a vertically disposed se
quence of massive muscovite-sillimanite quartzites which, in part, grade
laterally along strike into a sequence of quartz-sillimanite-biotite schists.
This portion of the island is extensively intruded by large pods of muscovite
quartz-microcline pegmatite.

In

the major, southem and eastem, portions of the island, a vertical

sequence, same 2000 + ft. thick, of metapyroclastic

(?)

breccias is intruded

by a sill of orthoamphibolite. A smaller, 5 to 6 ft. thick, orthoamphibolite
intrusion was observed cutting the meta-breccias on the SE shore. This
minor intrusive, illustrated in Plate 1:

(I)

and

(IT),

is slightly discordant to

the foliation and exhibits palimpsest porphyritic and vesicular textures.
The meta-breccias of Rosholmen are unique within the Bamble sector; the
characteristic lithologies being illustrated in Plates 2 and 3. These meta
breccias are composed of abundant, stretched clasts, lacking foliation, set
in a well-foliated, medium-to coarse-grained matrix. The breccias exhibit a
distinct lack of sorting, with clasts ranging in size from 0.5 cm X 2 cm to
the order of 40 cm X l metre. Despite the rather high degree of deforma
tion within this sector, the clasts appear to have retained characteristics of
originally angular or subangular forms.

Plate 2.
(l) Trondhjemitic metapyroclastics

(?) on the south shore of Rosholmen. This illus

trates the generally massive aspect of this lithology. Unfoliated leucocratic clasts of
variable dimensions

exhibit distinctly

irregular shapes and most of them show a

depletion of mafic minerals at their margins. A concomitant enrichment in mafic
minerals is noticeable in the matrix directly adjacent to the larger clast. The larger
clast has numerous vugs filled with epidote (var. pistacite).
(Il) A more foliated facies of the metapyroclastic

(?) on the south shore of Ros

holmen. In this instance the clasts are more deformed and some (top of photograph)
are distinctly mafic-rich. The hornblende-rich matrix is clearly demonstrated.
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(l)

(Il)
Plate 3.
(l) Detail of metapyroclastics

(?) on Rosholmen. This illustrates the degree of re

crystallization and metamorphic differentiation. The larger clasts have the character
istic leucocratic margins.
(Il) Detail of a large mafic clast in the metapyroclastics of Rosholmen. The clino
amphibole porphyroblasts are arranged in a semi-decussate manner oblique to the
foliation and are surrounded by a marked leucocratic zone.
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The composition of the clasts is rather variable, but the predominant type
is a fine-grained, granoblastic and leucocratic intergrowth of quartz and
altered plagioclase ( ± K feldspar?) with subordinate amounts of hornblende
and magnetite. A modal analysis of one specimen reveals clasts with a
Trondhjemitic assemblage of 45% quartz, 40% plagioclase (strongly serici
tized),

(+

kaolinized K-feldspar?),

10% biotite (extensively altered to

chlorite), 5% magnetite plus accessory apatite and epidote (var. pistacite).
In a number of cases, larger clasts were noted exhibiting a vuggy aspect
(relict vesicles?); the vugs being filled with l mm long prismatic crystals of
epidote (var. pistacite).
As can be seen from Plates 2 and 3, a few of the clasts are more mafic
and contain up to 60% of hornblende, part of which occurs as 2 to 3 cm
long subidioblastic porphyroblasts arranged in a semi-decussate manner,
often oblique to the foliation S-surfaces. These clasts obviously represent
original inclusions of a more basic igneous (?) aspect.
The matrix of the meta-breccias in a medium- to coarse-grained, poorly
foliated lithology which is, in general, more mafic than the enclosed clasts�
A modal analysis of one typical specimen revealed a Trondhjemitic assem
blage of 30% quartz, 30% plagioclase (extensively sericitized calcic Ande
sine)

+

(kaolinized K-feldspar?), 20% hornblende, 15% chlorite (after bia

tite), 4% magnetite, l% apatite and accessory epidote (var. pistacite).
The Rosholmen meta-breccias are tentatively interpreted as meta-pyro
clastics of Trondhjemitic affinity, which constituted part of an original sedi
mentary sequence. These pyroclastics were apparently interbedded with, and
graded laterally into, along strike, a sequence of quartzites with minor argil
laceous intercalations (the latter now being represented by quartz-sillimanite
muscovite schists). The reasons for such an interpretation of the meta
breccias being:
l. Their

totally conformable characteristics.

2. Their gross textural features, characterized by a distinct Iack of sorting of
original angular to subangular clasts.

3. The 'non-sedimentary' composition of the clasts and their matrix, which
together with the relict vesicular aspect of some clasts, suggests that they
were derived from volcanics of Trondhjemitic affinity.
The obvious abundance of silica in these rocks is somewhat puzzling and
may in part be a function of leaching of certain more soluble components
during initial deposition and diagenesis. However, the high silica content is
probably due partly to some degree of metasomatic removal of alkalies, etc.,
during regional metamorphism. The more leucocratic margins and the
almost ubiquitous porphyroblasts of hornblende within the matrix of the
clasts seem to support the latter suggestion of metamorphic differentiation;
see Plates 2 and 3.

.·
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(l)

(Il)

Plate 4.
(l) View westward from
islet off the east coast
of Aro. This illustrates
the vertically disposed
or steeply-dipping se
quence of alternating
massive quartzites and
sillimanite-biotite
schists of the Aro re
gion.
(Il) Detail of trough
cross-stratification and
overturned foreset la
mellae in meta-arenites
on an islet off the east
coast of Aro.
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The metasediments of Aro and its environs
The island of Ara and its neighbouring islets of the skaergaard are com
posed of an apparently thick, almost vertically disposed, sequence of meta
sediments with intercalated tabular or lensoid masses of amphibolite (see
Fig.

1).

The amphibolite hands are undoubtedly ortho-amphibolites, but it

is not known whether they represent lava flows penecontemporaneous with
initial sedimentation or whether they were simply conformable basic in
trusions. Occasional, small discordant pods of biotite- (or muscovite) quartz
microcline (perthite) pegmatite can be seen within the more competent hori
zons, especially within the amphibolite hands.
The metasediments of Ara and the adjacent islets comprise a suite of
rocks whose fabrics are undoubtedly unique within the metamorphic com
plex of the Bamble sector. The principal components of the metasedimentary
suite are quartz-rich metamorphics which exhibit a clear, lateral facies grada
tion, along strike, into biotite schists, in the NE peninsular section of Ara.
This lateral facies passage is interpreted as a premetamorphic variation
between arenites and argillaceous sediments.
Although evidence of a sedimentary origin for these metamorphic rocks is
visible in many places within this small area, the best exposures are located
within the SW portion of Ara and its adjacent islets. There the rocks are
either vertically disposed or exhibit steep dips associated with what appears
to be an almost isoclinal, tight synclinal fold trending NE-SW, plunging at

15°-20°

to the NE with the axial plane dipping almost vertically. The prin

cipal lithologies within this sector are a rapidly altemating sequence of inter
calated

sillimanite-muscovite-

schists. Plate

4 (I)

(biotite)

quartzites

and

sillimanite-biotite

illustrates this banded sequence of metasediments.

A. The quartz-rich metasediments

The quartz-rich members of the Ara sequence are, on the basis of their
palimpsest, primary sedimentary structures, obviously a regionally metamor
phosed sequence of interbedded quartz arenites, quartz-pebble orthoconglo
merates and quartz-pebble paraconglomerates. Plates

4

to 7 inclusive illu

strate the principal features of these various lithologies.
As can be seen from the aforementioned figures, the sillimanite-bearing,
quartzose meta-arenites exhibit remarkably well-preserved cross-stratifica
tion and other primary sedimentary structures. Examples of trough cross
stratification and planar cross-stratification (McKee & Wier

1953),

are

common and it is obvious that the sequence is, in its northem part, in
verted. In one instance (Plate

4 (11)),

overtumed foreset lamellae were ob

served and these are interpreted as primary structures, comparable with re
cumbent folds, caused by the drag effect of dense, sediment-laden currents
across the bottom in the delta-front region of the Mississippi (cf. Coleman &
Gagliano

1965).
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Plate 5.
(l) Trough cross-strati
fication and disturbed
foreset lamellae in an
unfoliated
sillimanite
rich meta-arenite on
islet off the east coast
of Aro. Note how the
aggregates of nemato
blastic sillimanite im
part a speckled aspect
to this lithology.
(Il)
Details
of
(l)
illustrating the concen
tration of sillimanite
within certain cross
strata sets, reflecting
local variation in the
alumina content of the
original arenites.

(l)

(Il)
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Plate 6.
(l) Sillimanite-rich
meta-arenite on an islet
off eastern Aro. The
vertically disposed mas
sive meta-arenite exhi
bits

both

trough

planar

and

cross-stratifica

tion. The horizon runn
ing beneath the hammer
has

a

flecked

appear

ance due to the concen
tration of small nodular
aggregates of sillimanite
in one coset.
(Il)

Details

of

(1),

illustrating the fine de·
tail of the planar cross
stratification.

To

the

right of the hammer an

8"

coset

soid

contains
small,

len

aggregates

of

abundant,

white sillimanite.

(Il)
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The quartz-sillimanite-muscovite metaconglomerates are best developed
on the SW shores of Aro. These are of two principal types (see Plates 8 and
9), namely:

(l)

Unfoliated, thin beds of quartz-pebble meta-orthoconglomerate with
abundant

l

to 3 cm X 0.5 to 1.5 cm quartz pebbles (slightly stretched),

set in a granular, quartz-rich sillimanite-muscovite-quartz matrix. The
ratio of pebbles to matrix appears to be in the order of 5:1. These con
glomerates are the rarest of the two types.
(2) Foliated, thicker beds of quartz-pebble meta-paraconglomerate with
large, stretched quartz-muscovite pebbles in a medium-grained, magne
tite-muscovite-sillimanite-quartz matrix. The quartz-rich pebbles appear
to range in size from 6 to 22 cm in length and in breadth and thickness
from 1.5 to 5 cm and 0.5 to 3 cm respectively. In all instances, the long
axes of the deformed pebbles appear to be parallel to 'b' (trend average
"-..55°-60° E of N, plunge "-'15°-20°

-+

NE). The more pelitic pebbles

appear to have suffered a higher degree of deformation. The ratio of
pebbles to matrix is in the order of 1:5.
B. The pelitic metasediments

In contrast to the quartz-rich metasediments, the more pelitic members of
the sequence, the sillimanite-biotite schists, are now devoid of any palimp
sest sedimentary structures and are, in all respects, totally metamorphosed.
The origin of these rocks in argillaceous sediments is thus inferred only by
their composition and intercalation with the quartzose metasediments. Plates

4 and 10 illustrate how these schists normally occur as thin

(7

cm to 20 cm

thick) hands, interbedded with the quartzose metasediments. They are com
posed of a coarse-grained intergrowth of abundant biotite and minor quartz,
containing numerous 5 mm thick rod-like bundles of mematoblastic silli
manite. Where the schists are thinner, they are true S-tectonites, but where
they are thicker, they are poorly foliated and exhibit the characteristic fab
rics of B-tectonites.
It is pertinent as this point to note the significance of the structural fea
tures of these schists and of the occurrence of lensoid sillimanite-quartz
segregations in the associated quartzites, as illustrated in Plate 11. Elliott &
Morton (1965) postulated that the nodular, sillimanite-bearing rocks of the
Kragero district could possibly have derived their present textural and
structural features by the formation of quartz-sillimanite tectonic inclusions
during multiple superposition of oblique folds (i.e. a tectonic origin rather
than one involving metamorphic differentiation by chemical diffusion). It
is felt that the sillimanite-bearing rocks of the Aro region clearly show that
metamorphic differentiation involving silicon, aluminium and oxygen can,
during deformation,

effect a segregation of quartz-sillimanite lenses or

rods, resulting in the production of 'nodular-quartzites', 'nodular gneisses'
and in quartz-sillimanite-biotite schists characterized by a B-tectonite struc
ture.
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(l)

(Il)
Plate 7.
(l) A 2 ft. thick, meta-arenite coset interbedded with metamorphosed quartz-pebble
orthoconglomerates exposed on the SW coast of Aro. This illustrates the thin, trough
cross-stratification preserved in some of the Aro metasediments.
(Il) Well preserved trough cross-stratification in a meta-arenite coset
metamorphosed quartz-pebble orthoconglomerate on the SW shore of Aro.

overlying a
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Plate 8.
(l) Metamorphosed
quartz-pebble paracon
glomerate, SE Aro.
(Il) Metamorphosed
quartz-pebble paracon
glomerate, SE Aro.

(l)

(Il)
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Plate 9.
(I) Details
of meta
morphosed, quartz
pebble paraconglomer
ate, SE Aro. Deformed
quartz pebbles, with
minor amounts of mus
covite and sillimanite
occur within a matrix
of quartz-sillimanite
muscovite. Note that
where original pebbles
were of a more argil
laceous nature, they are
now
represented
by
highly elongate, lensoid
masses.
(Il) Metamorphosed
quartz-pebble paracon
glomerate overlying
schistose sillimanite
muscovite quartzites
(metamorphosed im
pure arenites), SE Aro
An original erosional
discordance is notice
able below the meta
conglomerate near the
hammer.
.

(l)

(Il)
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(l)

(Il)
Plate 10.
(I) Sillimanite-biotite B-tectonite which is intercalated with cross-stratified meta
arenites on SE Aro.
(Il) Details of (I) illustrating the rod-like aggregates of nematoblastic sillimanite
set within a matrix which is predominantly composed of biotite.
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Plate 11.

(l)

Sillimanite-rich

metasediments

of

SE

Aro. Trough cross-stra
tification

is

well

pre

served within the meta
arenite

cosets,

but

where the original sedi
ment was more alumi
nous, all traces of sedi
mentary structures are
lost and a B-tectonite is
produced by the growth
of abundant, small silli
manite 'nodules'.
(Il) 'Nodular'

sillima

nite-quartzite intercalat
ed with sillimanite-bio
tite schists on SE Aro.
The palimpsest trough
cross-stratification
this

original

clearly

of
coset

demonstrates

that the origin

of the

sillimanite-rich 'nod
ules'

is

due

to

meta

morphic differentiation
on a small scale.

(l)

(Il)
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Structural observations and predeformational attitudes
of primary sedimentary structures on Aro
The hazards inherent in the process of unrolling slip-folds in order to recon
struct predeformational orientations of planar structures in metasediments
have been discussed and emphasized by such authors as Ramsay
and Whitten

(1966).

(1961)

The latter author stresses the absolute necessity of

information concerning the fold-style and of an independent estimate of
the orientation of the kinematic axes, prior to any attempt at unrolling the
structures.
As can be seen from the accompanying map, the metamorphic suite
around Aro has been deformed into a series of almost isoclinal slip-folds
which trend NE-SW and plunge gently either NE or SW, with axial planes
being either vertical or dipping steeply northwards or southwards. The struc-
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Fig. 2. Lower hemisphere stereographic plot of the principal structural elements within
the Rytterholmen antiform. Open circles: poles to foliation S-surfaces; Black dots:
lineations.
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tural elements of the most obvious fold in the neighbourhood, the Rytter
holm antiform, are portrayed in Fig. 2. This stereoplot, like many others ob
tained from structural studies in the skaergaard, clearly illustrates that the
majority of lineations observed in the metasediments are approximately
parallel to the f1 kinematic axis 'b' (which in this case trends WSW-ENE
and plunges WSW at 20° to 30°). Recent work in this district (cf. Starmer
1969) suggests that a subsequent f2 phase of deformation resulting in a
gentle warping along axes oblique to the trend of the f1 folds has resulted
in the gentle NE or SW plunges of the f1 (b) lineations. This superposition
of f1 and f2 folds is apparently a relatively minor and local effect and is ap
parently not developed to any high degree in the Aro sector. Thus a simple,
approximate coincidence appears to exist, in the Aro region, between f1
lineations and the f1 fold axis, as deduced from an S-pole plot (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Lower hemisphere S-pole diagram and stereographic plot for structural ob
servations from Aro. Open circles: poles to foliation S-surfaces; Black dots: lineations;
Cross: minor fold axis. Note the approximate coincidence between the
ations and minor-fold axis.
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N

s
Fig. 4. Rose-diagram illustrating palaeocurrent trends at the Aro location derived by
unrolling fold-structures. One circle represents one observation in the field (total
16 observations). The palaeocurrents apparently flowed from the NW.

With an apparently simple relationship existing between f1 fold axes and
lineations, an attempt was made to estimate the approximate local palae
ocurrent directions for the Aro metasediments. Despite the fact that few
exposures in the ice-scoured outcrops provided an opportunity for direct
observation of bedding and foreset surfaces,

16

reliable observations were

obtained over southem Aro and its neighbouring islets. These studies reveal
ed present bedding: foreset angular relationships of
to

40°, 3

between

20°

and

30°

and

3

between

40°

10
and

in the range

45°.

30°

These data

indicate that deformation of primary angular relationships between the
planar sedimentary components, whilst undoubtedly present in part,

is

nevertheless at a surprising minimum in most instances. Thus, it is felt that
whilst the data obtained from unrolling the structures (Fig.

4)

is subject

to some minor error, the data are reliable to the degree of the quadrant of
palaeocurrent flow.
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It is therefore concluded that the Aro metasedimentary sequence was
originally deposited by local palaeocurrents which flowed from same source
now located to the present-day northwest. Recent geochronological data pro
duced by R. K. O'Nions in the laboratories of the University of Alberta
(R.K.O. personal communication) has recently shown that premetamorphic
detrital zircons extracted from many Bamble metasediments, appear to have
bad a common origin within a pre-existing metamorphic-igneous suite which
crystallized at around

1450

m.y. aga. One might therefore anticipate that

future geochronological studies to the north and northwest in Telemark
might well reveal the original source suite of the Bamble metasediments.
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